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Preamble:

This Memorandum of understanding (this "MoU") made on this l2day of
January,2azl between Gulab Bai Yadav Smriti Shiksha
Mahavidyalaya,B orawan,andNimar Institute of lnformation Technology And
Science,Khargoneto be included by mutual consent.The GBYSSM and NIITS,

RECOGNIZING their mutual interest in research, development, education and
technology transfer on a non-commercial basis, and also

RECOGMZING The Global nature of today'sbusiness,Educational and social
problems, ffid the need to address them through national cooperation,

HEREBY agree to encourage collaboration according to the terms and
conditions set forth in the following articles.

Article 1: FieXds of Collahoration

GBYSSM and NIITS may collaborate with in any mutually agreeable field of
research and education.

Article 2: Exchange of Faculfy and Research Scholars

GBYSSM and MITS will encourage collaboration in research and
education in areas of mutual interest,through reciprocal alrangements for
faculty and research scholar exchanges.

2.1.1 As feasible, and contingent upon cognizarrt. parent organizationor
departmental approval, the administrations of the two institutions agree
to assist their respective faculty members indeveloping scholarly
exchanges that may inclued arrange of interactions such as research
collaboration, specialized lectures, seminarsqnd teaching or submission
ofi oint researchproposals.

2.1.2 Both parties must agtee up on the specific terms of anyinter-institution
initiative relative to this agreement In written or electronically recorded
correspondence at least three months prior to the initiation of a particular
program or activity in order for the said initiative toproceed.

2.1.3 Each host institution, in the pre-visit agreement correspondence, will
alsocoordinate support with the visiting institution for office space, librW,

other privileges appropriate to the level and
to the availability of resources.
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Article 3 :Administration and General Provisions

3.1 This MoU shall have aninitial duration of five years from the date of
signature, unless either pany gives a six-month notice of termination. This
MoU may be extended further, in five-year increments, by mutual written
agreement.

3.2 Despite the statements and obligations expressed here in, this MoU is a
non binding expression of the current intentions of the Parties, and
neither Party will incurnor be bound to any legal obligations or expense
hereunder to the other Party until and unless definitive agreements have
been negotiated, approved by the necessary management levels of each
Party and executed and delivered by authorized representatives of both
Parties.

This MoU is signed subject to approval by the appropriate authorities on
both sides.
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